Omni-Channel Customer Engagement

The new rules of
intelligent customer
engagement.
Five things every business leader should know.
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What’s next for customer engagement?
Two mega-trends are combining to define the future of customer service
interactions. First, customer expectations of seamless, effortless omnichannel experiences are changing; conversational interactions will soon be
the norm, not the exception. And second, AI technologies are rapidly growing,
both in capability and adoption, redefining how customer engagements are
designed and delivered.
The rising influence of conversational AI will transform the perception of what
constitutes a great customer experience, resetting customer expectations
of intelligent, personalized, and consistent engagements on their channel of
choice.
For enterprises with the resources, the tools, and the will to make the first
move, significant competitive advantage awaits. For the rest, the rush to
catch up will bring the risk of taking wrong turns or deploying sub-standard
solutions.

Know me, help me,
and be consistent
on any channel.

In this guide, we look into the future of AI-powered customer engagement,
offer some practical advice on the key success factors, and explore:
–– Why AI will change the way consumers think about customer service
–– How to avoid the chatbot backlash
–– The business value of intelligent, conversational experiences
–– Why biometrics is the future of fraud prevention
–– How to decide if a Do-It-Yourself approach is right
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AI will raise the bar for customer service
As AI adoption becomes more widespread, it will change the way consumers
and brands think about customer service. The majority of enterprises are
now fully into implementation or expansion of AI technology (51% in 2017, up
from 40% in 20161), and customer experience use cases are a major focus for
AI investments. Speech recognition, speech analytics, chatbots and virtual
assistants are all seen as critical building blocks for organizations using or
planning to use AI.2
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Voice reimagined
Read our white paper to learn
how AI is delivering a modern
voice experience—in the IVR
and beyond.
Get the white paper

With advancements in speech technology and Natural Language
Understanding (NLU), alongside broader AI advances in machine learning and
deep neural networks, the goal of creating customer-centric engagements
that remove customer effort is getting closer.
Conversational AI will deliver intelligent, frictionless, and contextual
interactions as part of seamless, consistent, and connected experiences—
and that will change the public perception of what great customer service
looks like.
For first movers and fast followers, using AI to offer effortless customer
experiences will provide significant competitive advantage. But as enterprises
rush to implement AI, they can’t get carried away by the hype that has always
surrounded emerging technologies; it’s vital to ensure that AI investments will
deliver genuine business value.
AI in customer service: Key success factors
1: Don’t adopt AI for its own sake; build a compelling business case
first.
For transformative technologies to have a real and lasting impact on your
business, you first need to understand your business objectives.
With clear goals defined, you can then identify what AI technologies can
really do to help you achieve those objectives. Look beyond the hype to
assess the real-world capabilities and tangible business benefits of potential
AI investments. Then you can tell if you’re planning to use AI for the right
business objectives—and which pieces of AI technology you’ll need. Once
these elements are in place, you can begin to build a compelling business
case for investing in AI.
It’s also important to consider that you may need to rethink your customer
service success metrics. For example, when callers are shifting seamlessly
back and forth between AI and agents, is average handle time still a
meaningful KPI? Consider alternative metrics that are outcome-based,
assessing whether the customer achieved their goals for the interaction, and
whether they’d be happy to choose the same route again.

1 Forrester Data Global Business
Technographics® Data And Analytics Survey,
2016 and 2017
2 Forrester Data Global Business
Technographics® Data And Analytics Survey,
2017
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2: Analyze your data to understand how customers want to interact.
Analytics tools can help you use existing data from customer engagements and call transcripts to understand how
your customers prefer to interact. Indeed, such is the pace of technological advancement, that we’ll soon see AI-based
analytics technologies that can read chat logs and transcripts, and automatically build dialog models for two-way
conversations between customers and virtual assistants.
Existing data is also useful for understanding where to start with AI for customer engagement. Rather than expecting
your AI to know everything from day one, start by identifying your customers’ top 10 topics, then expand and optimize
the system from there.
Data-driven insights can help you meet your customers on their own terms. For example, we worked with one
airline identifying the top questions customers were asking about the airline’s products, policies and services,
and applying the answers within a natural language-powered virtual assistant. The result is that customers now
quickly and easily get answers to questions around booking, baggage, seating and more—and the virtual
assistant delivers an 80% first contact resolution rate. (Better yet, the virtual assistant is fully integrated with
the airline’s live chat solution, allowing customers to seamlessly transition to human assistance whenever
needed.)
3: Differentiate your conversational AI.
Using existing call and chat transcripts to create your virtual assistant can also help you embed your
brand’s knowledge in its brain. The drawback of using standard packages is that your virtual assistant
will sound like everyone else’s.
With a combination of historical customer engagement data and input from key SMEs within your
service organization, you can create a virtual assistant that is recognizably yours, giving you a vital
point of differentiation from your competitors.
4: Don’t deploy automation in a silo.
Your conversational AI system should be able to seamlessly connect the virtual assistant and live
agents, so customers get a fast, effortless experience in their channel of choice.
A combination of live agents and automation is essential to provide the best customer experience.
The most effective AI systems will understand customer intent and route the inquiry to the right agent,
with the right skillset and the right availability.
Of course, the human agent needs to be able to continue the engagement without having the customer
repeat themselves. So, when escalating to a live agent, it’s important to share meaningful information that
helps the agent continue where the virtual assistant left off.
The potential commercial impact of the human-AI combination shouldn’t be underestimated. For example, an
insurance firm we worked with combined its virtual assistant and live chat, and each dollar spent has resulted in
~$24 in incremental lifetime revenue.
5: Plan for continuous improvement.
AI implementations are not ‘fire and forget’ deployments; they need close monitoring and analysis to optimize them
over time. It’s important to build resources for continuous improvement into your plan, regardless of whether you’re
using internal or external expertise.
In addition, AI learning should never be unsupervised—you need humans in the loop to assess AI recommendations
and implement those that are in line with your business goals and your governance, risk, and compliance mandates.
What’s essential is to continuously look for new opportunities to improve automation and enhance customer
engagements. Use interaction data and analytics to generate meaningful insights that can help you improve
engagements across any channel, including IVR, web, messaging, smart speakers, and others.
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The chatbot backlash is coming
Despite the advances in AI technology, it’s rare to find a chatbot that delivers
a satisfying customer experience all the time. In fact, most people expect to
have bad experiences with chatbots. A recent Forrester study found that 54%
of US online consumers expect interactions with customer service chatbots
to “negatively affect their quality of life.”3
We’ve seen this before in the early 2000s, when brands implemented
automation to relieve the burden of increasing interaction volumes and higher
cost controls being imposed on customer service functions. The age of ‘IVR
Hell’ came about because companies were deploying to save money rather
than improve the customer experience. Customers came to expect a negative
experience from the IVR, and they found ways to get around the automation
and through to a live agent.
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The ROI of digital
customer engagement
Discover the stories of eight
companies that have combined
virtual assistants and live chat
for maximum business value.
Get the ebook

To avoid this happening again, it’s important to recognize that a blend of
AI and humans is vital. While AI in the form of chatbots seemed to offer a
way out of IVR Hell, those chatbots have created a new set of customer
experience problems. The solution is an intelligent implementation of the
best AI technologies, including NLU, dialog management, and more, used in
conjunction with the human intelligence of live agents.
In the face of the chatbot backlash, enterprises must approach customer
service AI by turning the old idea of ‘right-channeling’ on its head. Instead of
pushing customers into the channel that’s best for the company, customers
should always be able to interact in the channel that’s best for them.
Conversational AI can handle simple dialog and routine inquiries. But some
customers will need a deeper conversation, and some situations will require
human empathy and emotional intelligence, so the virtual assistant and live
agents need to work together.
Chatbots and conversational AI: Key success factors
1: Take a holistic view of customer engagement.
Recognize that you can’t automate everything, and understand when it’s best
to connect customers to a human agent. Think about how AI and humans
need to work together to resolve customer problems quickly and effectively.
The best customer engagements balance AI and humans in the most
meaningful and effective way. That can start with understanding the
customer’s intent and then routing them to the best agent, whether that’s a
live agent or a virtual assistant, and then providing customers and agents
with useful insights, next best action recommendations, real-time course
correction, and more.
2: Assume that your chatbots will fail regularly.
Companies tend to design systems where failure is the exception, when in
fact chatbots often fail. It’s essential to assume that your chatbot will fail
regularly, at least in the beginning, and design conversational AI systems with
this in mind.
It’s also useful to consider how to augment chatbot performance with human
intelligence, and how you’ll enable seamless handovers between chatbot and
agent to keep customer engagements on track when the AI doesn’t have the
answers.

1 Forrester Analytics Consumer Energy Index
Online Survey, US Consumers 2018
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3: Avoid replicating IVR Hell.
It’s not enough to simply offer a ‘conversational’ version of traditional IVR
menu trees; you need to enable customers to engage in natural conversations
in their own words, regardless of channel. That requires advanced NLU
technology and deep expertise in conversational design, as well as complete
integration of the AI system with all customer engagement channels.
4: Allow your customers to seamlessly get to a live agent with minimal
friction.
If customers would rather not interact with a chatbot, give them a fast-track
to get to a human. Customers want to interact on their own terms, so don’t
railroad them into channels they don’t want to be in. Make it easy for them to
stay in the channel that’s most convenient for them, and interact in whatever
way they prefer.
5: Pass context from the chatbot to your agents.
When customers are routed to a live agent, those agents should already
have all the information they need to successfully resolve the issue. By giving
agents clear visibility of customer intent and the reason for the handoff, they
can pick up where the chatbot left off, rather than forcing customers to start
the inquiry process all over again.

!

Conversational AI in action /
Jetstar Airways

Read full case study

Challenge
Meet customer demands for an enhanced self-service
experience and seamless omni-channel assistance.
Solution
Enhanced virtual assistant with NLU and improved
dialog and resolution, plus expanded contact points to
web, mobile, and Facebook Messenger.
Results
- 82% virtual assistant success rate
- 48% of customers engage with Jetstar through the
virtual assistant
- IVR call volume down 17%
- Virtual assistant contact volumes up 50%
- ROI tracking at 270+%

82

%

virtual assistant success rate at Jetstar
Airways after deploying an enhanced
Nuance virtual assistant with NLU
and improved dialog and resolution.
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Voice needs a reboot
As the way we interact with technology has evolved over the years,
consumers have had to adapt their behaviors, from typing into search bars to
swiping on touchscreens. But now, people are increasingly interacting with
technology the same way they interact with each other—using their voice.
Consumers are becoming accustomed to having voice interactions with
their cars, phones, and smart devices around the home to provide them with
information or act on their behalf. The shift to voice interactions will see the
number of US households with smart speakers, grow at a CAGR of 34%
between 2017 and 2022 .
This shift presents a challenge to many enterprises. Often, customers who
expect a modern, Alexa-like voice interaction are confronted by old directed
dialog voice systems when they contact the IVR. NLU technology can
improve this experience by allowing customers to speak naturally, but truly
intelligent, conversational self-service interactions require The Modern Voice
experience.
The Modern Voice offers open-ended conversations that let customers
interact in their own words with a system that understands and engages
them in an intelligent conversation to find a fast, effective resolution. Previous
interactions and customer profiles are used to personalize the interaction,
understand contextual relationships, and anticipate customer needs. And
customers receive a seamless, consistent experience, whichever engagement
channel they choose.

The Modern Voice experience
Intuitive

Understands what was said, by
whom, and what it means.

Conversational

Engages the user in an intelligent
conversation to accomplish the task.

Personalized

Tailors the interaction based on
what is known about the user.

Predictive

Predicts why a customer calls and
offers proactive assistance providing
information and enabling action.

Consistent

Creates a seamless experience
across channels and time.

Guide

The Modern Voice
Learn how The Modern Voice
experience can help you deliver
customer engagements that
are intuitive, conversational,
personalized, predictive and
consistent.
Discover The Modern Voice
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Voice applications: Key success factors
1: Use NLU to help connect digital channels and voice.
It’s vital to enable customers to move from digital to voice and back again effortlessly, passing context and intent
between channels for a seamless experience. That means you need an IVR with NLU capabilities that can recognize
what the caller is trying to do and give them the best possible experience, whether that’s routing them to live chat or
sending them straight to a web page that has the information they need.
Identify when NLU is needed; there might still be some engagements (for basic, routine transactions, for example)
where directed dialog could still be the most appropriate interaction method.
2: Remember—not all voice applications are created equal.
To build enterprise-grade applications, you need to use enterprise-grade speech technologies, built on a deep
understanding of linguistics, natural language processing, and conversational design.
Enterprise-grade voice applications also need robust security and consumer trust in the underlying technology, as well
as integration with enterprise systems and third-party data to deliver personalized experiences.
In the future, the brands that stand out from the crowd will use text-to-speech (TTS) technologies to provide a
humanlike, engaging, consistent brand voice on all channels. They’ll also be able to offer a high level of human
empathy, even in automated voice interactions.
3: Understand the difference between telephony/IVR speech and device-based voice.
People interact with smart devices very differently from the way they interact with IVR. You need advanced
conversational design to enable the types of natural, intuitive interactions people have with smart devices at home or in
their car.
The Modern Voice allows people to speak openly and freely, but most people aren’t used to that kind of interaction
with IVRs or virtual assistants, so they still speak as if they’re using directed dialog. It’s likely you’ll need to train
customers how to interact with a conversational IVR, by encouraging them to speak freely, in their own words, and ask
anything they like.
4: Plan for integration with other systems to provide personalization data.
Integration with other systems and third-party data enables intelligent voice applications to offer tailored experiences.
With the right AI design, and the right integrations, systems can accurately predict customer intent.
Imagine, for example, that your flight is delayed, and you call the airline to get booked onto another flight. The airline’s
IVR recognizes your phone number, knows your flight has been delayed, and tells you it’s already booked you onto the
next available flight. It’s a fast, effortless experience, made possible by an integrated view of several data sources, and
the intelligence to interpret and act on them.

!

Intelligent virtual assistants in action / Large European bank

Challenge
Improve the customer experience and reduce the cost
to serve by increasing contact center efﬁciency.
Solution
A new conversational virtual assistant now helps the
bank resolve 2 million of its 3.6 million calls a year.

Results
- 80% ﬁrst contact resolution
- 60% increase in call deﬂection
- 10% of total contact center trafﬁc handled by
virtual assistant
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Biometrics will combat contact center
fraud
Fraudsters are getting more sophisticated in their attacks on contact centers,
and companies are forced to deploy countermeasures to prevent fraud and
mitigate the damage caused. But customers want frictionless experiences,
and security often involves intentionally inserting friction into the process to
authenticate customer identities. So, critical decisions must be made to find
the right balance between contact center security and customer experience.
In highly competitive markets, another consideration is the need to build
customer trust; customers must feel that the way their interactions are set up
is being done in their best interests. Security needs to be seen for the benefit
of the customer, rather than simply an exercise in compliance box-ticking.
Against this background, traditional approaches to contact center security
are declining in value. Knowledgebase authentication creates a data mining
opportunity for fraudsters and a frustrating experience for customers. Device
identification is equally frustrating for customers, who often want to switch
between various devices, and it’s a boon for fraudsters, who can cycle
through devices and channels at will.
Biometrics technology, on the other hand, can help establish trust
and strike the balance between security and customer experience,
enabling seamless authentication and fraud prevention at the same
time. Biometrics identifies and authenticates the human being interacting
with your contact center, and is valid over the entire lifespan of the customer
relationship (and the lifespan of the fraudster), regardless of all the things that
change, like channels, devices, and locations.
Biometrics: Key success factors
1: Combine biometrics-based authentication and biometrics-based
fraud prevention.
Biometrics can give customers an effortless experience by removing the need
to remember PINs and passwords. And biometric identification of fraudsters
makes it very difficult for them to perpetrate fraud undetected.
The best biometrics technology really can help reduce customer effort while
improving security. Nuance biometrics technology, for example, delivers:

99%

90%

85%

99 percent
authentication
success rate

90 percent detection
of fraud attempts

85 percent
automation of
manual authentication
processes

The Total Economic
Impact™ of Nuance
Security Suite
Get Forrester’s verdict on the
cost savings and business
benefits enabled by Nuance
Security Suite.
Get the Forrester report
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2: Protect all customer engagement channels with biometrics.
Use biometrics to detect and prevent fraud across engagement channels,
so fraudsters don’t have a backdoor to get past contact center security
mechanisms. Behavioral biometrics, for example, can help identify fraud
attempts in digital channels by accurately identifying individuals by the way
they type or scroll through pages, and other characteristics of their online
behavior.
3: Use biometrics to identify fraudsters at any time.
Voiceprints can be used to identify known fraudsters no matter what device
they use, where they are, or what channel they’re on. Furthermore, fraudster
biometrics information can be shared between enterprises to reduce the risk
of fraud across industries and can also be shared with law enforcement to
increase the chances of finding and convicting fraudsters.
4: Understand the role of people in your biometrics-based fraud
prevention strategy.
Traditional fraud alert systems create a lot of false positives (for example, a
genuine customer calling from a different country), and fraud teams waste a
lot of time and energy on false alarms. But with biometrics, false positives are
rare, and fraud prevention teams can be confident that they’re investigating
real fraud cases.
Biometrics also helps human agents by authenticating the customer during
the conversation, alerting agents when a fraud attempt is detected. This
not only tightens up contact center security, but also makes life easier for
agents, who can concentrate on customer engagements rather than security
concerns, leading to increased employee satisfaction.

!

Streamline authentication and
combat fraud / Royal Bank of Scotland

Challenge
Control operating costs, tackle contact center fraud,
and improve the customer experience.
Solution
Nuance Security Suite, including voice biometrics
technology, streamlines authentication and detects
fraud attempts in its UK operations, and can easily
scale to meet the bank’s global needs.
Results
- $17.9M savings from fraud avoidance
- $3.9M reduction in operating costs
- 550,000 IVR calls screened every week in the UK

Read full
case study

17.9M

$

savings from fraud avoidance at Royal
Bank of Scotland after deployment of
Nuance Security Suite, including voice
biometrics technology.
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Is a DIY approach the best option?
As the technology becomes easier to use and more widely available,
enterprises are increasingly considering APIs, open source technologies, and
DIY tools to build their own AI systems. The DIY approach can be attractive
to organizations looking for ways to increase development speeds and agility
while reducing costs, but effective conversational AI systems still need the
right resources. AI experts, designers, speech scientists, dialog experts, and
other experienced specialists are needed—along with enterprise-grade tools
to support them—not just for design and deployment, but for continuous
improvement.
Using AI technology for voice commands is relatively simple. But
conversational dialog is more art than science and demands expertise and
experience to get it right. Accessing the basic technology components, like
NLU, TTS, and simple bot design, has become much easier. But that’s only
15% of the effort to build an enterprise-grade system. The other 85% percent
is in:
Dialog management
––Defining, designing, and developing dialog for complex, intelligent
conversations
––Enabling the system to access and understand all the data, business logic,
systems, and processes it needs to solve customer problems effectively
Optimization at scale
––Using all the data gathered every day to benefit and train the system
––Having the right resources and tools in place to act on that data and make
improvement decisions
Testing
––Automating testing for complex conversational AI systems
––Using automation to accelerate testing and enable continuous integration
and continuous deployment
Customization
––Defining how to allow teams to modify and update a large, complex system
––Managing and merging application versions being worked on by different
teams

Guide

Learn more about the keys to
success for DIY chatbots and
virtual assistants.
Watch the Opus DIY webinar
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Choosing the right approach: Key success factors
1: Determine if you have the right resources and tools.
Successful conversational AI systems need designers who understand
the science of speech and the art of dialog. You’ll also need the skilled
resources to handle ongoing system maintenance, testing, and continuous
improvement.
Powerful tools are needed to make these tasks easier – preferably tools that
align with the software development lifecycle, from requirements gathering
and design reviews, to testing, implementation, and optimization.
2: Avoid stranded investments and siloed applications.
One risk of the DIY approach is that different departments across the
organization end up creating multiple solutions that solve the same problem.
To avoid duplicated effort and stranded investments, you need a way to
identify what can be reused from existing solutions in new use cases.
3: Find a partner that can help you continually optimize after
deployment.
Continuous optimization is far from simple, and you need experienced
people and advanced tools to analyze thousands of daily interactions to
identify where processes are breaking down and make recommendations
for fixing them. For enterprises that lack the necessary resources in-house,
consider bringing in a partner that can remove the burden and help you make
continuous improvements to your systems.
4: Consider a ‘better together’ approach.
Selecting your approach doesn’t have to be an all-or-nothing choice between
DIY and an external partner; in many cases, a combined approach can
work well. For example, at Nuance we offer a range of DIY tools to simplify
the design, development, testing, and maintenance of intelligent customer
engagement apps. By combining our DIY tooling with Nuance expertise
where it’s needed, you can get the agility and speed benefits of DIY without
sacrificing the quality or capability of your applications.
5: Weigh short-term cost savings against long-term business value.
A cheap chatbot might be able to answer your top five FAQs, but it won’t
deliver the natural, conversational experience that customers have come to
expect. Putting speed and cost of deployment over quality of experience
is a common mistake in the rush to deploy AI. For the biggest ROI—and
substantial competitive advantage—it pays to carefully consider the
objectives of your solution as well as the long-term business impact.

!

Enterprise-grade conversational
IVR in action / FedEx

Read full case study

Challenge
Update the IVR experience while building a foundation
for innovation and bringing together disparate contact
center systems.
Solution
Conversational IVR and NLU call routing provide an
intuitive, natural service experience, and end-to-end
analytics tools enable continuous improvement.
Results
- 80 countries get conversational IVR, in 18 languages
- 11,000 live agent calls eliminated each day
- 6% increase in self-service

11M

live agent calls eliminated each day at
FedEx after deploying conversational
IVR and NLU call routing.
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Prepare for the future of customer engagement
The rules of customer engagement are changing, and AI has the potential to be a blessing or a curse, depending
on the approach you take. In this guide, we’ve shown how five important trends will shape the future of customer
engagement and offered recommendations for avoiding common pitfalls and maximizing the business value of your
solutions.

AI
––Establish your objectives for AI and build a compelling business case first.
––Use data analytics to understand how customers want to interact.
––Differentiate your conversational AI from your competitors.
––Connect virtual assistants and live agents for a fast, effortless customer experience.
––Plan for continuous improvement with internal and external resources and tools.
Chatbots
––Take a holistic view of customer engagement to understand how AI and humans will work together.
––Design systems where failure is expected and consider how to augment AI with human intelligence.
––Avoid replicating IVR Hell, by using advanced NLU technology, conversational design expertise, and
cross-channel integration.
––Allow your customers to seamlessly get to a live agent with minimal friction.
––Pass customer intent and conversation context from the chatbot to your agents.
Voice
––Use NLU to help connect digital channels and voice for the best customer experience.
––Build enterprise-grade voice applications using the best speech technologies and a deep
understanding of language and design.
––Understand the design differences between telephony/IVR speech and device-based voice.
––Plan for integration with other systems to provide the data for personalization.
Biometrics
––Combine biometrics-based authentication and biometrics-based fraud prevention.
––Protect all customer engagement channels with biometrics.
––Use biometrics information to identify fraudsters at any time.
––Understand the role of people in your biometrics-based fraud prevention strategy.
DIY
––Determine if you have the right resources and tools to build enterprise-grade conversational AI
systems.
––Avoid duplicated effort, stranded investments, and siloed applications.
––Find a partner that can help you continually optimize after deployment.
––Consider a ‘better together’ approach, rather than choosing between DIY and an external partner.
––Weigh short-term cost savings against long-term business value.
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AI innovation from Nuance
For more than 20 years, we’ve helped ambitious enterprises transform the way they deliver customer experience, cost
reduction, and growth, by using intelligent customer engagement systems powered by AI. From automatic speech
recognition and Natural Language Understanding, to text-to-speech, biometrics, and more—we’ve been at the
forefront of driving innovation in AI technologies.
Today, our AI-powered solutions for omni-channel customer engagement are used by the world’s largest organizations
to deliver personalized, consistent experiences to customers across IVR, web, mobile, IoT, and messaging channels.

Next steps
WEBINAR

Opportunities in customer engagement
To learn more about the coming challenges and opportunities in customer
engagement, get expert insights from Ian Jacobs, Principal Analyst at Forrester,
and Nuance’s Marina Kalika.

Watch the webinar

NUANCE OMNI-CHANNEL CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT

AI-powered customer experience
To find out more about how Nance can help you deliver outstanding AI-powered,
conversational experiences, explore our full range of products and solutions.

Discover Nuance

CONTACT US

Let’s get started

Get in touch

To discuss your own customer engagement goals with one of our experts, email us.

About Nuance Communications, Inc.
Nuance Enterprise is reinventing the relationship between enterprises and consumers through customer engagement
solutions powered by artificial intelligence. We aim to be the market leading provider of intelligent self- and assistedservice solutions delivered to large enterprises around the world. These solutions are differentiated by speech, voice
biometrics, virtual assistant, web chat and cognitive technologies; enabling cross-channel customer service for IVR,
mobile and web, Inbound and Outbound; and magnified by the design and development skill of a global professional
services team. We serve Fortune 2500 companies across the globe with a mix of direct and channel partner selling
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